THE SHORT, UNHAPPY CAREER OF LEW SHINER, TOUGH-GUY WRITER

BY LEWIS SHINER

Introduction to “The Sloane Stories” section of Private Eye Action As You Like It.

F ROM THE SUMMER OF 1975 TO THE FALL OF 1976 I DID FREELANCE DRAFTING OUT OF A TINY APARTMENT AND WROTE AS MANY SHORT STORIES AS I COULD, TRYING TO BREAK IN. SOMEWHERE IN THERE I DECIDED THAT MY PLOTS WERE WEAK AND THAT MYSTERY FICTION WAS THE ANTIDOTE. I WATCHED PERRY MASON EVERY MORNING AT 11:00 ON MY TINY BLACK-AND-WHITE PORTABLE AND READ ALL OF HAMMETT AND CHANDLER, ROSS MACDONALD, AND A NEW GUY NAMED ROBERT B. PARKER.

MY FIRST (OKAY, SECOND—THE FIRST IS BETTER FORGOTTEN) MYSTERY WAS CALLED “BUYIN’ MY HEARTACHES A BEER,” A STORY ABOUT A CONSTRUCTION WORKER WHICH FEATURED A LOT OF CONTEMPORARY C & W COMING OUT OF VARIOUS RADIOS AND JUKEBOXES. I ACTUALLY GOT A LONG, PERSONAL LETTER BACK FROM HITCHCOCK’S ON THAT ONE, THE BEST RESPONSE ANY OF MY STORIES HAD RECEIVED TO DATE.

IMMEDIATELY I BEGAN TO VISUALIZE A NEW CAREER. LEO SHINER, TOUGH-GUY WRITER. I WOULD BE THE NEW RAYMOND CHANDLER, OR AT LEAST THE NEW ROSS MACDONALD. I WOULD CREATE THE PRIVATE EYE FOR THE 70S. INSTEAD OF AN EX-COP, HE WOULD BE—WAIT FOR IT—A VIETNAM VET! (BELIEVE IT OR NOT, NOBODY HAD ACTUALLY DONE THAT YET.) I WOULD SET THE STORIES IN AUSTIN, A TOWN THAT ALWAYS, IN A WEIRD WAY, REMINDED ME OF LA—LAKES INSTEAD OF OCEAN, POLITICIANS INSTEAD OF MOVIE STARS, BUT STILL THE SAME FEELING OF ENDLESS YOUTH.

I FINISHED THE FIRST DAN SLOANE STORY, “DEEP WITHOUT PITY,” IN JULY OF 1976. I THOUGHT, FOOLISHLY, THAT HITCHCOCK WOULD GO FOR IT FOR SURE. SINCE I DIDN’T ACTUALLY READ THE MAGAZINE, I DIDN’T REALIZE THAT THEY PUBLISHED VIRTUALLY NO PRIVATE EYE FICTION AT ALL.

EVENTUALLY IT BECAME MY THIRD SALE, WHEN I GOT A PHONE CALL FROM THE EDITOR OF MYSTERY MONTHLY JUST AFTER CHRISTMAS OF THAT YEAR. AS IT CAME HARD ON THE HEELS OF MY SELLING “TINKER’S DAMN” TO GALILEO IN NOVEMBER, I STARTED TO FEEL LIKE I WAS FINALLY GETTING SOMEWHERE. I’D ALREADY WRITTEN A SECOND SLOANE STORY, “THE KILLING SEASON,” AND I BEGAN TO START TO THINK ABOUT MAYBE TOYING WITH THE IDEA OF A NOVEL.

MYSTERY MONTHLY FOLDED WITH “DEEP WITHOUT PITY” IN GALLEYS. MIKE SHAYNE, THE ONLY OTHER MYSTERY MARKET I HADN’T TRIED, THEN REJECTED IT. I LOOKED AROUND AND SAW THAT THERE REALLY WEREN’T ANY MARKETS FOR PRIVATE EYE SHORT STORIES AND
there weren’t that many private eye novels being published either. So in the summer of 1978, when I decided it was time to write a novel, I put Dan Sloane aside and wrote a mid-line suspense novel called *Red Weather*, inspired by Robert L. Duncan and Eric Ambler.

In 1979 I moved to Austin and finished *Red Weather*. Joe Lansdale and I had by this time sold “Black as the Night” to *Mike Shayne*, so I sent them “Deep without Pity” again. And, partly because of Joe’s encouragement, I started *The Slow Surrender*, my first Dan Sloane novel. While I was working on it, I got word that “Deep Without Pity” had been accepted at *Shayne*. Shortly afterward I sold “The Killing Season” to an LA magazine called *Mystery*.

For a brief moment there, I was a private eye writer, and I really liked it. I was corresponding with fellow fans and writers like Lansdale, Steve Mertz, Mike McQuay, and James Reasoner. We would be the next generation to rule the mystery field.

I still don’t know why it didn’t happen. I was pleased with *The Slow Surrender*, and despite its being too conventional, I still like it today. I’d written a third Sloane short story, “Prodigal Son,” which was the best of the lot. I had actually started working on the second Sloane novel, to be called *The Long Run*. It was going to be about college baseball, and I’d already attended UT’s first practice of the spring. I was going to follow them through the spring and summer, ending with their annual game against the Texas Rangers. I was going to let the plot come out of my research, though I knew that it would involve gambling, player misconduct, maybe a little blackmail and murder.

What derailed me personally was agent trouble. The Mysterious Literary Agency had agreed to represent me on the strength of *The Slow Surrender*, and I had actually started a full rewrite of the book for them. (I had managed to talk Nat Sobel out of some of his more idiotic suggestions, like “How about if the two plot threads don’t come together at all?”) When they saw *Red Weather*, however, they dropped me without any real explanation. By this time, *Mystery* had also dropped “The Killing Season,” again with no real explanation, then folded. True to form, “Prodigal Son” eventually sold (to *The Saint Mystery Magazine*) and the magazine, as usual, folded before my story could come out.

It was painful to admit, but I decided that maybe I wasn’t really cut out to be a mystery writer. I abandoned *The Long Run* and a short story in process called “Rip Tide.” “Rip Tide” was going to be one of those clever problem stories, in this case a kind of “locked pouch” mystery. A guy steals some diamonds, goes into hiding, then surfaces in Sloane’s office. He hires Sloane to drive him to Galveston, where he wades into the ocean, carrying the diamonds in a pouch, in front of a hundred witnesses. When the cops fish him out, there’s nothing in the sealed pouch but salt water. No evidence—the guy gets off. The diamonds are assumed lost. Months later, the guy shows up trying to steal Sloane’s unabridged dictionary. Turns out that after the robbery he traded the diamonds for stamps and had the envelope of stamps laminated. He hid that in the spine of Sloane’s dictionary, then took salt crystals into the ocean—where they dissolved into the water.

Besides *The Long Run* and “Rip Tide,” I gave up mystery writing with one idea still in the back of my mind. I thought of it as “the last Dan Sloane story.”
It would have shown Sloane becoming so disillusioned during the investigation of a rape case that he gave up and got another job.

When Joe Lansdale refused to take “maybe” or “later” for an answer on his *Dark At Heart* anthology in 1990, that last Dan Sloane story was the only suspense idea that spoke to me. I didn’t want to write about Sloane any more; that part of my career was over. But when I rethought it in terms of another protagonist, I came up with “Dirty Work,” which turned out to be one of my favorites of my own stories.

So here it is at last: the complete Dan Sloane short story collection.